
          

Technical Assistant 
Hoyer Motors, Denmark 

 

Do you want to be part of a company in growth? At Hoyer Motors we want to strengthen the global 

technical department and are therefore seeking a Technical Assistant. 

 

The department supports the documentation and development of the product range including 

technical support to our sales department and customers. You will be part of an international 

department which also includes a technical team in China.  

 

As our Technical Assistant your main area of responsibility will be data processing of technical 

motor documentation and mechanical design drawings. You will over time become the technical 

department’s documentation expert and will maintain our technical documentation.  

 

We are looking for a structured and detail oriented colleague. In your daily work you will collaborate 

closely with your colleagues in the technical team as well as colleagues in other departments at 

Hoyer. Your main tasks includes: 

 

- Maintain and develop technical motor data 

- Maintain and develop technical design drawings in Solid Works 

- Be the internal key person regarding technical data and CAD drawings 

- Manage technical inquiries regarding documentation and offer solutions with short notice 

- Internal technical support and training 

- Ad hoc projects. 

 

Qualifications: 

- Technical designer/Technical assistant 

- Preferably 3D CAD user 

- Experience in handling huge datasets  

- Technical knowledge and interest – preferably regarding electric motors 

- Strong language skills; English as working language – oral and written. German is an 

advantage but not required 

 

We offer: 

- Reputable company  

- Good teamwork between all staff  

- Good employee relations  

- A versatile position with career opportunities 

We look forward to receiving your application and CV in either English or Danish. Please attach 

the files as Word or PDF and mark the e-mail “Technical Assistant”. Apply via 

job@hoyermotors.com 

mailto:job@hoyermotors.com


          

 

Practical information: 

Workplace:  Hadsten, Denmark  

Application deadline: 10.12.2018 

Employment date:  04.02.2018 or as soon as possible 

Contact person: Bjarne Nør, Technical Manager 

 

 

 

Hoyer strives to create profit from being the preferred supply chain partner within electric motors in Europe and Asia. It is 

our mission to successfully form close partnerships with our customers, our suppliers and our employees, because we 

believe this enables us to provide the highest possible level of service and thereby add most value to all stakeholders. 

 

 


